America, Hear Me Now

Being a mother is the best gift that can be given to a woman

Looking at your child and hoping for them to become their

Best selves, Knowing they’ll accomplish great things

Imagine that, years of smiles and love with your child. Watching

Them fall in love, going to prom graduating from high school and going

Away to college

Then suddenly your child gets taken away from you in the blink of an eye

Videos of your child getting murdered everywhere, your child’s face on the cover of every newspaper and article. Murdered because of the color of their skin. The system will not do what they need to do to put these people in prison. You know that for a fact as a colored woman in America.

America has failed to serve justice in many cases and no one seems to care. We are tired of the treatment we get from the white people of America. The color of our skin should not jeopardize our lives. No man should be scared to go for a jog and get shot like Ahmaud Arbery or to go to the store and die for wearing a hoodie in a white neighborhood like Trayvon Martin. These riots aren’t just a bright idea that popped up, it was a rude awakening to the system that has failed us and to the white people who are right by their side thinking the things that are going on are right.

Black people have suffered for too long, we are fighting for our lives, This is a war and black people are planning to win for good this time. We are not only fighting for us we are fightin the millions of slaves that were slaughtered, the people who were lynched for being alive, and our loved ones who were killed and harassed by white men and women for simply being black.

My grandmother (a southern black women) told me her mother taught her to never look a white person in the eye, they were terrified their whole life. This is a call, yell for help. We need to change this now it’s been over 200 years and its still the same as 1882.

WE WILL RIOT

WE WILL SCREAM

WE WILL KEEP DESTROYING

WE WILL GET WHAT WE DESERVE

So I and millions of other people of ALL races

AMERICA, HEAR ME NOW!